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                                                     Bristol Cup race sparked a much-needed change in conversation            The biggest issue I found with Sunday’s tire conversation-dominated event was who to thank for it because still today, nobody seems to know the exact reason how it came about.A tire combination used last fall at Bristol with no problems Read More
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                                                     What’s gone wrong with Alpine’s new Formula 1 car?            When teams embark on such a change of direction, it is inevitable that they endure a learning phase in understanding how to extract pace out of their new platform.In Alpine’s case, however, the revamp for this year has not yet Read More
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                                                     Podcast: Looking ahead to MotoGP's round-two reset in Portugal            After Ducati dominated the opening round of the season in Qatar with Jorge Martin winning the sprint and reigning double world champion Francesco Bagnaia taking the spoils in the grand prix, Portugal presents a new challenge for the Italian marque.The Read More
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                                                     Why Aston Martin's qualifying-vs-race balance has reversed in F1 2024            Aston Martin came out of the gates flying last year, with Fernando Alonso scoring six podiums across the first eight grands prix in a car that raced better than it qualified.The team then found it harder to keep up the Read More
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                                                     Snorkels to make top-tier return at WRC Safari Rally            Snorkels were famously adopted by WRC teams in previous editions of the event – prior to its WRC return in 2021 – to help cars navigate through sections of tricky terrain, preventing water and dust from entering the engine. The device made a Read More
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                                                     KTM drops two-time Dakar winner Toby Price from factory programme            The 36-year-old said in a social media post on Tuesday that KTM had decided not to renew his contract following the 46th running of Dakar in January."KTM has decided to not renew my contract so Dakar 2024 was my last Read More
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                                                     The key MotoGP change that has gone under the radar in 2024            By the time you read this feature, a little bit of motorsport history will have been made. The 2024 MotoGP Qatar Grand Prix was the first in the series’ history to have been completed by a grid using fuels of Read More
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                                                     Bezzecchi details “frustrating” time on 2023 Ducati MotoGP bike            Marco Bezzecchi was marked out as a potential title contender coming into 2024, having finished third in the standings last year with three wins on his year-old Ducati.But adapting to the 2023-spec Ducati that won the championship last year has Read More
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                                                     Alpine F1 driver Gasly becomes co-owner in French football club            The Frenchman has become the third partner in the semi-professional club that is based in the commune of Versailles, near Paris. It currently plays in the Championnat National, the third tier of the French football league system.Gasly will join the Read More
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                                                     McLaren will "protect" Piastri from busy Melbourne F1 schedule            This weekend’s Australian Grand Prix marks the home race for Piastri, who is contesting his second top-flight season. The driver acknowledges that he tried to keep a low profile in 2023 given he arrived in F1 at the centre of Read More
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                                                     What the data tells us about Mercedes’ latest F1 problems            Having hoped that its new W15 car would help it make the leap to get within striking distance of Red Bull, its recent struggles in Saudi Arabia have served as a wake-up call about how much more work still needs Read More
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                                                     2024 F1 Australian Grand Prix session timings and preview            After a two-week break, F1 returns to action this weekend at the Albert Park Circuit in Melbourne.While the opening two races ran on Saturday, the Australian GP sees F1 revert to a more traditional schedule, with the grand prix taking Read More
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                                                     Hawksworth “knew it was going to be a battle” for GTD Pro win at Sebring            Hawksworth started the day on pole in the No. 14 Lexus RC F GT3, but the day quickly derailed after he was penalized and sent to the rear of the field for inadvertently striking a crew member during his first Read More
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                                                     NASCAR and Goodyear baffled by Bristol tire wear issues            Although Goodyear brought the same tire combination as was used in last September’s race at the track, it became clear early in the race the tire fall-off was laying no rubber on the track, which resulted in unusually excessive tire Read More
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                                                     Kyle Larson would prefer "never to run a race like that again"            In fact, when the race concluded, Larson wasn’t exactly sure how he escaped with a fifth-place finish, let alone being one of the five drivers who managed to finish the race on the lead lap.“I think it was all accidental,” Larson Read More
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                                                     Ducati announces Aldeguer signing for 2025, but not where he will race            First reported by Motorsport.com last month, Ducati has agreed terms with Aldeguer to ride factory machinery from next year.However, while expected to be with Pramac, the official release from Ducati does not explicitly state what team the 18-year-old will be Read More
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                                                     Albon: Williams “can’t access” full potential of 2024 F1 car            Albon’s Bahrain GP was compromised by overheating issues on his way to an unrepresentative 15th, while in Saudi Arabia he just missed out on the points by finishing 11th.Despite being beaten in Jeddah only by the nine surviving cars from Read More
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                                                     WRC and Dakar winner Kenjiro Shinozuka dies aged 75            Shinozuka shot to fame by becoming the first Japanese driver to claim outright victories in both the WRC and the gruelling Dakar Rally.Born in Tokyo, Shinozuka's greatest success came as a factory Mitsubishi driver. In 1988, he claimed the inaugural Read More
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                                                     Alpine: "Shock" of having slowest F1 car triggered tech revamp            Alpine was already braced for a low-key start to the season after a late concept change, which meant it had initially made a sideways step over the winter while its rival teams were full steam ahead with bringing improvements to Read More
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                                                     Aston reserve Drugovich to make race return in European Le Mans Series            The Brazilian-Italian, who has not competed since the conclusion of his title-winning season in the 2022 Formula 2 Championship, will contest the full six-round ELMS in the British team’s LMP2 ORECA-Gibson 07. Drugovich will share the car with Stephane Richelmi and Read More
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                                                     Hulkenberg: Smaller F1 teams need "unorthodox" strategies to score points            Hulkenberg carried his strong qualifying form from 2023 into the season opener in Bahrain, lining up 10th before falling to 16th in the race owing to a poor launch and damaging his front wing in a Turn 1 collision with Read More
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                                                     Did secret contract move open door for potential Verstappen Red Bull F1 exit?            With a long-term contract that in theory committed him to Red Bull until 2028, and another dominant car underneath him, there seemed no reason for the Dutchman to be tempted elsewhere.But amid the power battle that has erupted within Red Read More
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                                                     BMW 'looking closely' at a future MotoGP entry            BMW is arguably the most renowned manufacturer to not have fielded a factory team in MotoGP, having previously felt it was not the right platform to market its products.But with Flasch taking over from Markus Schramm as the new CEO Read More
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                                                     Vowles: Current F1 regulations not a failure despite dirty air issue            The current aero package, introduced in 2022, was intended to make it easier to follow and hence overtake than under the previous regulations.That initially proved to be the case but in the third year of car development drivers are reporting Read More
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                                                     Red Bull says RB20 F1 design was “last big roll of the dice”            The Milton Keynes-based team surprised rivals this year when, rather than going for a simple evolution of its dominant RB19 2023 challenger, it undertook a pretty aggressive overhaul.That work appears to have paid off, with Max Verstappen and Sergio Perez Read More
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                                                     NLS-NES row intensifies as ADAC, NR Holding get officially involved            The complex power struggle between ADAC, organiser of more than 80 per cent of racing events at the Eifel venue, and Nurburgring owner NR Holding is set to be fought on the battlefield of endurance racing.NR Holding, a company owned Read More
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                                                     Keselowski: "There was a lot of discipline required" due to tire wear            For Keselowski, the only negative lasting effect from the race – which was unexpectedly dominated by tire wear and tire management strategy – was smoldering remains of tire burning on his No. 6 Ford when the race ended.Like many, Keselowski was Read More
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                                                     Truex "gave it a hell of an effort" in Bristol loss to Hamlin            Most drivers navigated the same issue throughout Sunday’s race, but the difference was Truex was in the best position to catch Hamlin for the win. And it was close – so close.Following an uncharacteristic round of green flag pit stops on Read More
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                                                     Hamlin wins wild Bristol Cup race dominated by tire wear             Hamlin, who won last fall’s Bristol Night Race, found himself in a much different scenario in Sunday’s race, which was the first spring Bristol event held on the asphalt since 2020. The race has been run on dirt for the Read More
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                                                     Bourdais reveals Cadillac suffered electrical issues in Sebring 12 Hours battle            The entry, prepared by Chip Ganassi Racing, was a force in IMSA’s once-around-the-clock endurance classic with Bourdais, Renger van der Zande and Scott Dixon at the wheel.Victory appeared to be within reach during the final stint as Bourdais emerged as the Read More
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